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Photographing rural America's teens in the 80s
& 90s
A new exhibit featuring the work of Eva Lipman and Ken Graves documents social rituals

and rites of passage, exploring love, fear and repression.

By Christina Elia | 09 March 2022, 4:19pm
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When Eva Lipman and Ken Graves first met in Ohio, neither photographer expected the

chance encounter to blossom into a lifelong partnership. It was the 80s, an era of over teased

hair, shoulder pads and clashing patterns, when they found themselves shooting the same

subjects at a ballroom dance competition. Though it would take years for the couple to

officially join forces, this fateful introduction set the tone for the kind of collaborative

photography that now characterizes their intertwined careers: separate cameras, one shared

vision. 

For more than three decades, Ken and Eva’s drive to discover profundity in the banal led them

across the United States — to football games, boxing matches, military ceremonies, high school

dances and other social rituals — in an attempt to capture the complicated emotions often

overlooked in these traditional environments. They traveled through suburbs and podunk towns

up and down the East Coast, all the way to California in search of transcendent scenes of

Americana. Together, the pair documented the world with a straightforward yet intimate style. 

Restraint + Desire, an exhibition on view at ClampArt in New York, chronicles this pursuit

through a selection of 18 black-and-white gelatin silver prints exploring the duality of

adolescence. “Restraint and desire are simultaneous, not necessarily exclusive themes in this

body of work,” says gallery owner and curator Brian Clamp. “The photographs are at turns

uncomfortable, absurd, sexy and opaque.” To examine restriction, tenderness and fear, Restraint

+ Desire highlights the intricacies of American rites of passage, coinciding with a monograph of

the same name by TBW Books. 

Touch, or a lack thereof, is the

exhibition’s central motif, as

wandering hands reveal a series

of close interactions between

friends, lovers or those

somewhere in between. Ken

and Eva lingered in the before

and after, uncovering vulnerability in the moments prior and following a certain ceremony — like

two girls dressing up for a high school dance — rather than the customs themselves. In one

particularly compelling photo from the historic Gleason’s Gym, famous for hosting boxing

legends like Muhammad Ali and Mike Tyson, an unidentifiable figure helps a boxer towel off,

his sweaty posterior turned toward the camera. The darkened background contrasts a bright

white towel, which as Brian aptly notes, resembles an angel’s wings in its billowing shape.

God, in this instance, wears a glitzy diamond and gold ring.

Shot primarily in the 90s and early 00s, Restraint + Desire also reflects the Christian purity

culture prevalent in America at the time, born out of the 80s AIDS epidemic, perceived vulgarity

in mainstream media and a rebuff of the free love movement of the 60s and 70s. Abstinence, a

societal ideal rooted in shame and repression, was increasingly marketed to the next

generation in hopes of promoting outdated Christian values. When viewed through this

multifaceted lens, Eva and Ken’s charged photographs read like an act of subversion, a

reclamation of bodily autonomy amidst ever-restrictive rituals. 

Cropped compositions radiate an overwhelming sexual tension, as lust clashes with suppressive

settings like rural Catholic schools or naval academies. For every picture of a couple locked in

a kiss or sweet embrace, there’s another caught in an awkward state of denial. Two boys

dance with hands behind their heads at a Pennsylvania prom in 1994, their chests touching

ever so slightly, diverting their gazes as if forbidden. Even a gesture as simple as a boy resting

his head on a girl’s shoulder can be interpreted as an act of withholding, a palpable longing

for something more. 

“The timelessness of these photographs is represented in the persistence of certain power

dynamics, in addition to the strangeness of touch we perceive between men,” Brian says. “To

better understand the psychology behind commonplace rituals we’ve seen a hundred times, the

artists had to look deeper and left-of-centre.” 

Inspiration often arose from familiar places, though, like when Ken taught at Penn State in the

mid-to-late 90s while Eva worked as a social worker and mobile therapist in rural areas nearby.

From this period emerged their photo book Derby (2021), an anthropological journey through

another niche sphere: the extravagant wreckage and interpersonal hardships of demolition

derbies. In Restraint + Desire, odd camera angles create equally uncanny optical illusions,

immersing us in nuanced exchanges that may have otherwise gone unnoticed. A picture from a

college wrestling match could easily be mistaken for a salacious sex shot, if not for its vague

title, as two kinetic bodies entwine on the mat. 

After decades enthralled in such a passionate magnum opus, both photographers became

well-versed in looking inward. As Eva explains in the photo book accompanying the exhibition,

“our work reflected back to us, like a mirror, the intensities and power dynamics of our shared

life together.” This is most apparent in the couple’s altruistic approach to authorship. Ken and

Eva shot the same subjects simultaneously and edited the film from both cameras, never

divulging the true creator of the final photos. A testament to the trust they maintained for each

other throughout the years, their unity also indicates a dedication to letting their craft speak for

itself. 

Restraint + Desire is an opportunity to commemorate Ken’s legacy too, since he passed away

in 2016 at the age of 74. Brian went back and forth with Eva, who now lives on the West

Coast, to curate the exhibition, cherry-picking which of the original 42 snapshots from the

monograph would hang at ClampArt. “I like the ambiguity,” he says about the prints they

ultimately chose. “One is never sure exactly what’s going on.” Among the mysterious pictures of

American youth lies a lucid tale of two photographers and their enduring romance together. 

Restraint + Desire is on view at ClampArt through April 30, 2022.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography.

Credits

Photography Ken Graves (1942-2016) and Eva Lipman, courtesy of ClampArt New York City
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An exclusive look inside the new Heaven by
Marc Jacobs zine
LA photographer Elisa Sue Young Park talks us through the collaboration.

By Frankie Dunn | 17 November 2021, 7:47pm
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When Marc Jacobs launched Heaven in 2020, a whole generation of nostalgia-loving fashion

fans ascended to a higher plane. A “world within our Marc Jacobs world” (as the designer

himself called it), Heaven draws upon the spirit of subcultures and recontextualises them into

something new and very exciting. With visionary art director Ava Nirui at the helm, a dreamy

store in Los Angeles and campaigns starring PinkPantheress, Beabadoobee and Bella Hadid,

the brand lives up to its name 100%.  

Heaven’s AW21 collection — which Ava describes as “a jumbled teen closet consisting of all of

your favourite treasures in one place” — features imagery from Sofia Coppola’s The Virgin

Suicides and is already some of the most coveted fashion on resale sites. To celebrate its

release, Ava called on photographer Elisa Sue Young Park (who works in the Heaven store

alongside a talented bunch of creatives) to make a limited edition zine. The Heaven zine

includes photographs of her best friend Enya Umanzor, boyfriend Christian Leave and

coworker/fellow photographer/muse Jester Bulnes; alongside a series of self-portraits,

commissioned artworks and interviews. 

“I admire Elisa’s curiosity and

dedication to research,” Ava

says. “Her work feels so

authentic, and I love how she

celebrates her friends and

community through her

photography. We had the idea

to create a limited edition Heaven zine with contributions from Elisa’s close circle, with the hope

it would feel very sentimental and collectible. We work with Climax Books to curate special

magazines and books in our LA store, and we have an amazing Bookmarc location in Tokyo,

so the zine slots into these Marc Jacobs locations perfectly.”

We spoke to Elisa about the zine, taking inspiration from her prized collection of 90s Japanese

photo books and her ever-growing obsession with exotic pets.

Elisa, when you think of heaven what do you think of?  

When I think of heaven, the song “In Heaven” by the artist Japanese Breakfast is the first thing

that comes to mind. I just saw her live earlier this week and that song had me bawling my eyes

out — ha! Also the song “Just Like Heaven” by The Cure, it’s one of my all time favourites! 

The images in your zine explore familial love, platonic love, romantic love… your 'note to

self' details that this thread only made itself apparent during the creative process. What

had you set out to do? What was the brief? 

I went into the project not allowing myself to be cornered by too definitive of a theme. Ava

really allowed me the creative freedom to do whatever I wanted so my first instinct was to

capture my friends, family and peers — most of whom are artists themselves.

The zine is my first ever printed photo work, which feels surreal as an avid photo book collector

that cherishes physical mediums. I wanted it to serve as an homage to some of my favourite

photo books, most of which are diary-esque snapshots of life, though I still sought to retain a

cinematic quality to the images. One of my main references that lends to the nostalgic ethos of

Heaven is this fantastic series of 90s hardcover Japanese photo books that I own, which

individually features the works of Hiromix (in Oh My Lover) and Sofia Coppola (in LAX). The

books include some epic self portraits of Hiromix and an ever-so casual portrait of Kim Gordon,

both of which are accompanied by a curated CD playlist. Ava actually found me the third

photo book to this series! 

There are a number of different mediums used across the project – is there a shoot or

element that means the most to you? 

I mostly shoot on medium format though I do delve into some 35mm in the zine. As for the other

mediums throughout the project, I asked several of my peers to contribute their visual art which

included a nostalgia-themed comic highlight featuring some of my favourite female illustrators

(Nathalie Nguyen, Lila Doliner, Noelle Lee, Yui Fukunaga) as well as personal diary sketches

from my close friend, Enya Umanzor. 

My favourite shoot from the project had to be with Enya. Jester styled the shoot by mixing in

pieces from Enya and I’s personal closets and Enya did her own makeup. It’s always an

empowering feeling when you’re working in a collaborative space where you feel completely

seen and heard. Enya is someone who possesses a natural aptitude to convey both the

theatrics and confidence that is necessary for me to capture a more fantasised image.   

I also think the ‘note to self’ and short inscribed anecdotes that accompany the photos helps to

both personalise and contextualise the project as a whole, and I’m particularly proud of the

sincerity expressed in those written sentiments. 

The shot of your smiling grandmother wearing Heaven is so beautiful. What did she think

of the project and your portrait of her? 

I visited my Halmoni in San Diego for the shoot, though I’m still not entirely sure she understands

what a zine really is — ha! But she absolutely adored the outfit I picked out for her and it was

refreshing to photograph a more youth-orientated line on an older relative. The shoot was

largely inspired by a street style photo book called Chinatown Pretty which chronicles

fashionable seniors who reside in various Chinatowns across the country. I wanted her to be

decked out in Heaven and fulfil my Korean Ajumma fantasy!  

In your conversation with Anna Sui, you discuss the relationship between music and

fashion. I was wondering if and how music influences your work? 

Music informs a lot of my work and influences — I definitely have a soft spot for musicians! My

boyfriend, Christian Akridge, who is pictured with me on the cover of the zine, is a musician

and common photographic subject of mine. My first dive into film photography was initially

through concert photography, as I had always dreamed of photographing my favourite female-

led rock bands. 

Anna’s connection to music is fascinating as she has been a peer and collaborator for some of

the most legendary musical tastemakers of the 70s-90s. Anna even sent me the actual vintage

T-shirt she had mentioned in our interview which featured artwork that James Iha had originally

drawn for a single cover — I will definitely cherish it forever! 

The zine includes a number of self-portraits. Does stepping in front of the lens feel natural

to you or take some courage? 

When I was 14 years old, I signed with a local modelling agency in Seattle and a couple

years later I ended up signing with larger agencies in Los Angeles and Miami. I never even got

close to being comfortable in front of the camera and quit agency modelling altogether once I

reached my later high school years. I felt pretty dejected by the notion of posing under the

guise of an adult woman while still very much feeling and being a literal teenage girl. 

Now as an actual young woman, taking self-portraits serves as a means to reclaim a sense of

self-ownership and assurance in my visual likeness. Having full control over the lens while

simultaneously being the subject is a rewarding and empowering task. Modern social media

use has undoubtedly ushered in a generation of young people who share an obsessive affinity

for self-documentation. What could be more apt than taking some extravagant medium-format

selfies? I love to play on those countering notions of self-awareness and self-obsession. 

There are also so many female photographers that motivate my own exploration into self-

portraiture; Pixie Liao, Yurie Nagashima, Nan Goldin and Nadia Lee Cohen to name just a

few. 

Lastly, some of your pets make an appearance in the zine. Please talk us through your

beautiful menagerie!  

I’m glad you noticed the creatures throughout! Pets, more specifically exotic pets, are definitely

a special interest of mine both in photography and as an owner. I’m casually working on an

ongoing personal project which is a photo series of exotic pets and their owners. I envision that

being a longer term project and more documentary-based, though I do love incorporating

animals in my fashion photography as well. I particularly enjoy the process of meeting owners

and their exotics, especially those that anthropomorphise their pets onto their own personality —

those cases tend to be accompanied with a compelling visual coupling of the pet and their

owner.  

While studying in college, I wanted a good apartment pet so my sister and I decided on rats;

our mother used to take test rats from her undergraduate psychology labs and keep them as

pets, so owning them at a similar stage in my life felt like a way to emulate a memory of my

mother that I heavily sentimentalised. Incorporating my rats into the zine felt natural considering

Marc Jacobs’ longtime use of rat iconography. He actually had a brief menswear line called

Stinky Rat in the early 00s; a shirt from that line was recreated for this Heaven collection that I

subsequently wore in those pictures with my rats.

In total, I’ve owned six female rats however I also recently acquired an albino leopard gecko.

She has pink-translucent skin with red eyes and her name is Arwen. Hopefully she will make an

appearance in some photographic work soon :)

The limited edition Heaven zine is available right here, right now. Follow i-D

on Instagram and TikTok for more fashion.

Credits

All photography courtesy of Elisa Sue Young Park 

Marc Jacobs stages his comeback in New York
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These portraits are a fantastical exploration
into gender and sexuality
In a new photo book, 'A Glint in the Kindling', Michael Bailey-Gates turns the lens on

themselves and their friends.

By madeleine seidel | 14 October 2021, 9:27am
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In the introduction to Michael Bailey-Gates’ new monograph A Glint in the Kindling, writer

Cyrus Dunham recalls their image being captured by the photographer: “[In] photographing

me, Mike created a kind of container. I do think that’s a big part of what Mike does — seeing

into people, and then letting them play towards their own fantasies. That changes people, and

they end up doing things they might not have otherwise, if they hadn’t had the chance to do it

in front of Michael’s camera.” 

This quote sums up Michael’s practice as a photographer — the way they use a combination of

studio technique, hair and makeup, and an unbridled sense of curiosity and joy to play with

social norms. There’s a sense of added transparency in it, too, as Michael lets the viewer into

their image-making process via visible tripods and backdrops, varying studio locations. Over

the years, Michael’s work as both a fine artist and editorial photographer has been featured in

outlets such as Vogue, The New York Times, and of course, i-D. Now, A Glint in the Kindling

compiles their sleek yet imaginative portraits of themselves and a tight-knit circle of creative

collaborators that cleverly subvert — and transgress — strict binaries of gender and sexuality. 

To celebrate the release of their book and the opening of its accompanying exhibition at

Amsterdam’s Ravestijn Gallery, Michael Bailey-Gates tells us about their recent work, queer

representation and the possibility for transformation in front of the camera.

How does it feel to have your work in a public space and have people reflect on it

communally? 

It’s really beautiful. Amsterdam was so kind and welcoming to the work. In the past seven

years, my life has been such an up-and-down roller coaster, and sometimes, it felt like I was

working in the dark — kind of blind and not really sure where it’s going to go. So, I’ve just been

following my heart in making it, to see it presented and know that there was a place for it to live

was really affirming.

Your work has a lot of visual

references to classical studio

photography — you can see the

studio backdrop and your

camera in the background of

these images. Can you talk

about some of your influences

as a photographer, and how they relate to this set of images? 

The idea behind the title for the book is this idea of a beginning, and showing the transparency

in my image-making by showing my studio is part of that. I think it speaks to the subjects, too.

There's a transparency in their gestures, and there’s a lot of self-reflection in the people I

photograph, too. So, as far as influences go in my work, I’m just really influenced by the people

around me. I always think back to this thing I heard when I was in school — it was this idea of

photography acting like the ring that’s leftover if you leave a water glass on the table. I’m not

sure who came up with that, but I thought it was so beautiful. You’re leaving an imprint of your

existence. And I think in my photography, I’m really influenced by that idea of leaving an imprint

of myself and people around me. 

Yeah, especially since these photographs are picturing queer identity in a way preserves

this moment in time for future generations. Photography can be such a wonderful

medium for artists to explore gender and sexuality because you can really play with

some of these gender roles and presentations. It’s almost like an act of queer self-

determination. 

I think with photography, people believe it. It comes with this idea of truth. Obviously, that’s

changing since everybody can now create their own images, which is great, but you may

exaggerate yourself a bit in a photograph. If your photographs include these kinds of

transformations, I think people see it and believe it. Photography has historically been this

reflection or souvenir that you can show to people, but this magical thing does happen when

you use a photograph as a souvenir to bring into the future. There’s such a possibility for

transformation in photography.

The photographs in A Glint in the Kindling are a mix of portraits of yourself and others.

How do you conceptualise your self-portraits in comparison to the portraits you take of

your peers? 

For me, self-portraits are kind of inescapable. I don’t necessarily think of my work in the

category of “self-portraits,” and sometimes, I wouldn’t want them to be described that way. I’m

included in them, but I also feel like I’m a part of a group even when I’m alone. The language

around photography can be so rigid, and when I read about it, it feels outdated — like, it’s

almost taboo in art photography to bring up that photography is now so accessible to

everyone. Everybody makes pictures and self-portraits, but it’s more than just that strict category.

I think that is my approach to photography, that it allows for universal growth. 

It’s interesting to think about the way identity functions in photography and self-

portraiture. You’re not just capturing your own personal history through it, but also the

evolution of the medium and the way we use it. What we think of as the past figures so

heavily when we talk about photography.  

Totally. My friend Bobbi said it really well; they said that people use the language of mourning

in relation to their transness, and I think about that term and the language of mourning so much

— especially in photography. I’ve always tried to revolve around this idea of joy, but more so in

this body of work, I think our own self is the only thing we can really speak the truth about, and

everything else is just a wild guess. In making this work, that was really the point. I feel so

comfortable speaking about myself and the people around me because that feels really

honest.

That’s a really beautiful way

to put it. You’re giving

photography a chance to play

around with presentation and

lean into what some people

would view as opposites or

contradictions within yourself

in a really holistic and joyful manner — these binaries we’ve conditioned ourselves to

follow don’t have to exist. I’m thinking specifically of the photograph you took of [artist

and Puppets and Puppets designer] Carly Mark, where her body is represented in a pretty

traditionally feminine way except for the moustache on her face. 

Carly talks about this picture a lot. She's like, “It’s my favourite picture; I just wanna be like that

all the time.” I really take those little conversations to heart because hair and makeup artists are

so overlooked. We go and see different doctors and healers and intuitives for all these

problems in our lives, but hair and makeup artists get so overlooked as these keepers of seeing

different versions of ourselves that we get to experience, and maybe that changes our

relationships to other people when we see those parts.

What I love about the way you use hair and makeup in your images is that you use it as

an extension of self. 

Yeah, and I that’s when we see ourselves in new ways, that’s when we get to imagine new

ways of being in relation to those around us.

A Glint in the Kindling is available for purchase here. Michael Bailey-Gates’ work is on display

at the Ravestijn Gallery in Amsterdam through October 23.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography.
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5 Black photographers proving iPhone-shot
images can be art
ICP's new exhibit 'INWARD: Reflections on Interiority' brings together Quil Lemons, Djeneba

Aduayom, Arielle Bobb-Willis, Brad Ogbonna and Isaac West.

By Abigail Glasgow | 29 September 2021, 11:38am
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There’s a moment in everyone’s Instagram journey when they ask themselves, “Wait… am I a

photographer?” Not exactly. But iPhone camera rolls have made us witnesses to pivotal

moments that, when democratised, have altered the course of cultural discourse, tangible policy

and social justice as a whole. This was the impetus for the International Center of

Photography’s latest show, curated by Isolde Brielmaier. “Our awareness of the fight for Black

Lives, racial justice, the election at large — all of that really is mediated through images

generated by a very public tool: the iPhone,” Isolde says. “I wanted to see what would happen

if we took what I would argue is one of the most extroverted mediums and flipped the lens on

itself.” What resulted was INWARD: Reflections on Interiority. 

As one of the first exhibits shot entirely with on iPhones, INWARD features the works of Arielle

Bobb-Willis, Brad Ogbonna, Djeneba Aduayom, Isaac West and Quil Lemons. Together,

they’ve captured the likes of Zendaya, Billie Eilish and Simone Biles for TIME, The Atlantic, The

New York Times and more. In what Isolde refers to as a time of “global introspection”, the five

artists appropriately represent all corners of the world — from Nigeria to Paris — with pieces that

serve as extensions of their respective identities. In this space that merges the iPhone and fine

art, the exhibition breaks down certain barriers traditionally associated with reputable, visual art

establishments; and communicates to those interested in pursuing a career in photography that,

perhaps, the tool they have in their pocket can make it all possible. 

QUIL LEMONS, "MELANIN MONROE", 2021. © QUIL LEMONS

QUIL LEMONS, "GENESIS", 2021. © QUIL LEMONS

Quil Lemons

For Quil Lemons — who debuted

with his GLITTERBOY series —

INWARD was an invitation to

explore the various sides of his

personhood. Standing in front of

his four self-portraits, Quil

explained that each snapshot

was a result of him “digesting, regurgitating and fragmenting” himself. The portrait entitled

“Melanin Monroe” — an ode to the Black women who were not given the same spotlight as

America’s white sweetheart, Marilyn Monroe — depicts Quil’s first time in drag. Known for his

interrogation of gender, sexuality and Blackness, the 23-year-old photographer’s latest series

doesn’t fall short in questioning what it means to simply exist as an intersectional human being.

Quil emphasises that photography is his way of preserving himself, ensuring his existence is not

erased. And in this vulnerable space, he was able to use an iPhone 12 Pro Max to confront a

certain friction in his identity — capturing “what it means to be Black in this country [and] what it

means to be queer in this country: there are so many obligations, but then not at all.” 

ARIELLE BOBB-WILLIS, "NEW ORLEANS 01", 2021. © ARIELLE BOBB-WILLIS

ARIELLE BOBB-WILLIS, "NEW JERSEY 01", 2021. © ARIELLE BOBB-WILLIS

Arielle Bobb-Willis

Arielle Bobb-Willis’ pieces hold space for her battle with depression in concert with the idea

that photography is her primary means of meditation and presence. “My photography is a

moment for me to be uncensored — it’s the moment where I just don’t give a fuck,” she says of

her way of detaching through portraiture. Having shot for an international Apple campaign

back in 2018, using an iPhone to get reflective and show off her skills came easily to Arielle.

And be it through her sporadic thrifting for models’ wardrobes or use of bold oranges,

magentas and yellows, there is a vibrance that distinguishes Arielle’s work. With a gentle smile,

she tells me that — like cleaning or meditating or exercising — photography is her outlet for

staying healthy; and this self proclamation carried her through a pandemic period that had her

feeling slightly lost. 

DJENEBA ADUAYOM, "INVISIBLE WALLS", 2021. © DJENEBA ADUAYOM

DJENEBA ADUAYOM, "TRANSPLACE", 2021. © DJENEBA ADUAYOM

Djeneba Aduayom

On the other side of the spectrum is Djeneba Aduayom, the Parisian dancer-turned-

photographer who found herself absolutely in her element throughout a year of seclusion. “The

world outside really scares me, it’s very overstimulating,” Djenaba laughs as she describes her

introversion. “It’s a lot for me to handle, so I usually create worlds in myself to escape — and

thus my imagination is very rich.” For INWARD, this quiet confidence manifests in a textured,

abstract mix of self-portraits and object snippets whose common thread is a relationship with

movement. From Invisible Walls — a series of four portraits that show the photographer

stretching and manipulating what looks like a suit made of lycra — to Transplace — wherein

shadows sandwich an obscure, flower-crowned Djenaba— we’re all left wondering what moves

through the photographer’s visionary mind.

ISAAC WEST, "UNTITLED", FROM IN LOVE, 2021. © ISAAC WEST

ISAAC WEST, "UNTITLED", FROM IN LOVE, 2021. © ISAAC WEST

Isaac West

For Isaac West’s series IN

LOVE, there is no question as to

what he was thinking when

assembling his work for ICP.

“The entire project is inspired by

my girlfriend Naima — I’m

completely in love with her,'' he

says bluntly, as though sharing what he did earlier that day or reading through a grocery list.

Before photography, Isaac was a creative director; but after an artist misconstrued his concept

for a project, he decided he wanted to be the one to physically frame his vision. For INWARD,

the goal of his work is simple and frames four distinct scenes: a man cutting his partner’s hair,

their dark skin in contrast to a bright mustard smock; that same partner dousing syrup on

pancakes as he is seated to eat; two sons in blue caftans kissing their mother against a textured

green backdrop; a couple just married holding their baby. These moments of shared intimacy

are pleasantly obvious — and in a way mimic Isaac’s blunt assertion of his own love. 

BRAD OGBONNA, "PAUL & PETER", 2021. © BRAD OGBONNA

BRAD OGBONNA, "STELLA NGOZI & BRAD OGBONNA", 2021. © BRAD OGBONNA

Brad Ogbonna

Brad Ogbonna draws from black and white family albums and historical West African portrait

photographers like Malick Sidibé and Meissa Gaye for his photo sequence. “This style of

image-making, for which the purpose was purely recreational, has been missing,” Brad says of

his decision to riff off vintage frames. In the same way that families used to pass down portraits

for ancestral record keeping, Brad hopes he can share this work — which happens to be the first

time he has included his own family in his photography — with his mom, uncle and others back

in Nigeria. Between his mother’s stroke and having been away from her during Covid, Brad

shares that this project was a reflection of appreciating time with loved ones — and creating a

sense of timelessness in his photos. 

Together, these five perfect strangers have created something of a cultural moment for

photography. One that legitimises photographers gripping their iPhones at all corners of the

globe. And, perhaps even more powerfully, one that emphasises how we as a society are

blurring the lines between personal vision and professional, political action — be it for New

York’s greatest museums or our own social media accounts.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography.
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